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CREATING THE ULTIMATE SHOWER EXPERIENCE 
 

Moen’s Valve Options Provide a Variety  
of Shower Solutions for Every Budget 

 
North Olmsted, Ohio … When it comes to showering, Moen Incorporated offers builders and 

consumers a wealth of choices – from simple showers to spectacular spas.  But designing the 

ultimate shower can be confusing.  Here are a few quick facts on the variety of showering 

products offered by Moen. 

 
Posi-Temp®  

- Provides an easy-to-install, affordable shower system 

- Pressure-balancing cycling valve maintains water temperature to avoid “shower shock,” or 

the sudden surge of hot or cold water 

- Utilizes ½-inch plumbing 

- Compatible with a wide variety of plumbing corrections 

- Available in a variety of Moen trim styles and finishes 

 

Moentrol®: 

- Provides an affordable, easy-to-install vertical spa option 

- Pressure-balancing volume control valve offers both volume and temperature control 

- Utilizes ½-inch plumbing 

- Three-function valve allows for two unique functions and one shared function 

- Compatible with a wide variety of plumbing corrections 

- Available in a variety of stylish new Moen trim styles and finishes  

 



ExactTemp® ¾-inch Thermostatic and ¾-inch Volume Control Valves: 

- Offer a high-end, completely customizable luxury vertical spa shower experience 

- Separate thermostatic and volume control valves provide precise water control to each 

device unique function 

- Utilizes ¾” plumbing to achieve generous 16 gpm water flow 

- Provides flexibility in shower configuration 

- Available in a wide variety of finishes 

 
For more information about Moen’s shower valves, visit www.moen.com or call 1-800-BUY-

MOEN (1-800-289-6636). 
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EDITOR’S NOTE:  Timeless designs that reflect good taste. Faucets and fixtures that are livable and 
enduring.  These are just some of the reasons why Moen® is the #1 faucet brand in North America.  In 
addition to stylish and affordable faucets, Moen also offers residential and commercial sinks and a full range 
of tub and showering packages. Moen brands include ShowHouse® by Moen, Creative Specialties 
International® and the Cleveland Faucet Group®. ShowHouse offers high-end, luxury faucets and 
accessories to consumers with discriminating tastes.  Creative Specialties International offers complete 
suites of decorative bath accessories, including innovative bath safety products that are fashionable – not 
institutional. The Cleveland Faucet Group manufactures affordable, durable faucets for the multi-family 
housing market.    
 
Moen is part of Fortune Brands, Inc. (NYSE:FO, www.fortunebrands.com), the consumer brands company that 
includes leading home products brands such as Aristokraft®, Omega®, Diamond® and Schrock® cabinetry, Therma-
Tru® door systems, Simonton® windows and Master Lock® security products. 
 
With Moen, you’ll always find the perfect balance between styles you’ll love and innovation you can live with.  Buy it 
for looks. Buy it for life®.  
 


